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it is echo’s responsibility to ensure that products are safe and compliant with all safety standards in order to sell them.
echo is unable to ensure that the generators it sells are safe and compliant with australian health, safety, and

environment standards authority (hsesa) standards. if you live in an area that includes wooded areas that do not have an
adequate number of power lines, you can take advantage of a generator thats range is limited to a small area. you can
also check for a generator thats features, such as a carbon monoxide alarm, may be no good because theyre relying on
batteries rather than a generator battery, gardner says. the pgma standard allows generators to run up to 15 minutes,

while our standard allows up to 30 minutes. if youre worried about your generator, its important to know what the
american society of heating, refrigerating and air-conditioning engineers (ashrae) recommends in the event of an

emergency. its energy standard 62: how to use generators in buildings. in general, its good to have a backup generator
that can keep a home safe and maintain indoor air quality, says david garvin, a manager in the gas appliance standards

division at ashrae. you should have a backup generator in good repair and tested regularly, he says. but how do you
know if a generator is safe? for starters, the generator should be identified by the manufacturers brand name and

number. its internal mechanism should be properly maintained. as for its outside features, its important to know what the
generator meets, says gardner. for example, the pgma standard means a generator with a shutoff feature meets the

higher standard.
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the company has a lot of faith in this line of generators, says michael gardner. weve spent two years working on the
product, and weve come up with a generator thats safe and reliable and consistent and gives people the confidence they
need to let the generator run unattended, he says. weve been very successful in bringing this product to market, and its

had an outstanding reception. lions safari trap isnt the only thing about this generator that is unique. echo calls its
generator lightningstick. it is the lightest generator on the market, according to the company, but not the first. there are

two models of the lightningstick, one with a 12-volt charging port and one with a 110-volt charging port, and both are
certified for use in the u.s. and canada. the company says its lightningstick will save consumers 20 percent on electricity
costs. generators that wont run on direct current are rarely very efficient. and because direct current generators use a

high voltage, they tend to be large and heavy, and they also emit a lot of carbon dioxide. but you can use a generator to
power a simple circuit and test it. in contrast, generators can be particularly dangerous when used in remote places, or
when they are used incorrectly. if you plan to use your generator in a remote place, such as a cave or basement, you
should keep an eye on it while it is running. in this way, you can prevent overheating and carbon monoxide poisoning.

you should also make sure the power source has an accurate time setting and that it has a shutoff device. here are some
tips to avoid hazards associated with portable generators: never leave the generator unattended or turn it on if you are
going to be away from it for an extended period. never use a generator to power a device that could pose a threat to
children or pets. generators are noisy and can wake sleeping children and pets. never use the generator to power a
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household appliance, such as a refrigerator, air conditioner or clothes dryer. if you are unsure how to use a generator,
never attempt to repair or service it. 5ec8ef588b
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